New Publication: Ronald A.
Brand, International Business
Transactions Fundamentals
Professor Ronald Brand has published the second edition of his
book, International Business Transactions Fundamentals, with
Kluwer Law International. It is designed primarily for use in
a course on International Business Transactions, but is
suitable as a desk reference on important basic issues raised
on cross-border contractual relationships. Unlike some
International Business Transactions casebooks which focus on
WTO-related aspects of international trade regulation, this
book draws extensively on private international law and the
ways in which it can be used to structure cross-border
commercial transactions. Coverage includes basic commercial
law issues including price-delivery terms and letter of credit
financing, dispute resolution issues and how to avoid them by
proper planning at the transaction stage, the legal framework
for import and export regulations planning, contracting with
foreign sovereigns, compliance with anti-corruption
legislation, legal relationships created by foreign
investment, antitrust regulation and compliance, and a chapter
on professional responsibility and the unique legal
representation issues raised in cross-border transactions.
The second edition incorporates nearly four decades of work by
the author to present the fundamentals of the law of
international business transactions organized in a manner
designed to help the reader identify risks inherent in crossborder transactions; eliminate risks where possible; reduce
risks that cannot be eliminated, and reallocate risks through
the use of contractual relationships. It provides an organized
progression of materials from the simple export-import
transaction to complex international investments, all designed
to help the reader understand how to avoid risk in

transnational transactions through the use of the legal
framework available for providing institutional protection;
the purchased protection available for transnational
transactions; and the ways in which negotiated protection may
be provided to build on institutional and purchased
protections
Professors interested in considering the book for adoption in
a
course
may
contact
Laurien
Roos
at
Laurien.Roos@wolterskluwer.com.

